WE ARE DRAWN TO WIRE!

Trebos
For more than 60 year Trebos has been “Drawn to Wire”.
As specialist in wire processing we focus on long term
relationships with our international partners and
customers where service, quality, ﬂexibility and cost
eﬃciency are our permanent goals.
Based on our expertise in international trade from our
central European location, we supply quality wire for a
range of applications, relying on our constant QA
management system in line with ISO 9001 and, with respect
for the environment, ISO 14001.

Production process
Pickling
In our fully automatic chemical pickling line we descale & clean the
wire and choose the best surface treatment according to the end
product. We have a capacity of 120.000 ton on a yearly basis.

Drawing
On more than 20 drawing machines we draw around 60.000 ton
annually in the range 1.20 to 17.00 mm. We can produce wire for
chromium plating and for nickel coating, as well as soap drawn and
copper coated wire, which can be supplied in catch weight coils,
layer and loose wound coils, or on formers with weights between
250 kg. and 4.000 kg.

Annealing
In 3 controlled atmosphere bell annealing furnaces with direct
injection of N2 or H2 we have a production capacity of 40.000 ton
per year.
All production processes are based on individual customer
speciﬁcations.

Products
Bright wire
Our large choice of surface options produces wire
suitable for chromium plating, nickel coated, and
galvanizing, through to soap drawn and copper coated
wire. Bright wire can also be heat treated if required.
Applications can be found in displays, in kitchens and
kitchen appliances, shopping trolleys, automotive sector,
in garage doors and in numerous other areas.

Cold heading
Cold heading wire is used for production of fasteners and
ﬁxings in automotive, engineering, aerospace, and
construction sectors. Common grades like C4C, C10C,
19MnB4, 20MnB5, 35B2 are always available from stock,
but also more customer speciﬁc analyses are available.

High carbon wires
Springs for the furniture industry (Helical, LFK, Pocket,
Bonell, Miracoil), in agriculture, screen ﬁlters, automotive
sector, strands & ropes.
Grade: C32D to C88D

Steel Wool Wire
This niche product required a special alloy which deﬁnes
the ﬁneness of the steel wool. Trebos can supply steel
wool wire for 0 to 0000 quality.

Wire for chains
Wire for production of chains for cars, lifting eyes, high
resistance chains and transmission chains.
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